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Eric Zeemering – MPA Student Internships

Chelsea Jackson – Local Government Management Fellowship 
Program

Jonathan Lynn – ICMA Fellowship Experience in Douglassville

Audience Q&A



Internships for Public Affairs (MPA/MPP) 
Students
Eric Zeemering, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and MPA Director, University of Georgia
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Student Interest in 
Local Government
At UGA, about 20% of 
graduating MPA students seek 
career opportunities in local 
government.

Local government electives 
provide students a background in 
local service delivery and provide 
opportunities for work in the field.

Last year’s graduates went to 
work in Covington (GA), Phoenix 
(AZ), Sugar Land (TX), Suwanee 
(GA), and other local 
governments across the country.
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Consideration for MPA Internship Design
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Each MPA/MPP programs has its own distinct requirements for 
experiential learning. 

At UGA, students must intern for 300 hours and may complete 
the requirement at any time across their full program of study 
(two years for full-time students).

Not all internships provide payment, but those that do have a 
competitive advantage in securing interns. Average pay before
the current academic year was over $14 per hour.



Planning Internship Results
Results for the student…
• an understanding of your 

organization’s mission, culture, and 
scope

• feedback and professional 
mentorship

• a work product for graduation 
portfolio or interview

• compensation appropriate for 
qualification

Results for the organization…
• timely and professional work products, 

appropriate to an early career 
professional

• capacity for short-term projects that 
require a focused investment of time

• engagement with new and emerging 
professionals in the field, with 
opportunities to review and hire talent
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Student Development in NASPAA 
Accredited MPA Programs
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NASPAA accredited programs consistently develop students in five areas of professional 
competence:

1. To lead and manage in the public interest

2. To participate in, and contribute to, the policy process

3. To analyze, synthesize, think critically, solve problems and make evidence-informed 
decisions in a complex and dynamic environment

4. To articulate, apply, and advance a public service perspective

5. To communicate and interact productively and in culturally responsive ways with a diverse 
and changing workforce and society at large

These standards present opportunities to talk with students/interns about their professional 
development.



Internships in the Era of Telework
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Providing an orientation to the organization and “virtual 
introductions” to key staff the intern will work with helps the 
intern understand the office and their role.

Students report better experiences with working a few hours 
each day rather than full day blocks (e.g. Mon/Wed) because 
this eases communication delays and provides more 
consistent contact.

Regular check-ins matter. Managers need to normalize this 
because students report concern about burdening managers 
and asking questions.

Eric Zeemering

eric.zeemering@uga.edu

706.542.2962

Brandon Solie

brandon.solie@uga.edu

706.542.9583

Please say hello to the 
students attending the 
GCCMA conference!
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Jump Start Your Career in Public Service!

AGENDA
What is the LGMF Program?

What are the program eligibility requirements?

What are the program benefits?

What does a Fellow do?



WHAT IS THE LGMF PROGRAM?
A career-development opportunity

Recent MPA/MPP (or related 
programs) graduates to be placed 
in full-time management-track 
local government positions

Since the program's launch in 2004, 
many alumni Fellows have been 
hired as chief administrative 
officers or assistant chief 
administrative officers; many others 
are in senior positions in local 
government

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY
Eligibility to apply for the Local Government Management Fellowship:

Recent graduate or student enrolled in a public administration, public 
policy, or related field master's degree program

Satisfy all requirements for their degree program by August 31 of the 
year of the Fellowship (e.g., August 2022)

Have no formal local government management work experience*

Be eligible to work in the United States

Complete the LGMF application by the closing date (December)



PROGRAM BENEFITS
ICMA Benefits for Fellows:

ICMA Membership for two years
Registration to ICMA Annual Conference
Registration to an ICMA Regional Conference
ICMA’s Management Assessment
Discount on ICMA Local Government 101
Coaching, mentoring, and alumni network

PROGRAM BENEFITS
Salaries & Benefits Packages:

Based on a variety of factors and are determined by the host 
community

Both will be discussed with finalists at the end of the interview 
process, if offered a position with the host community



APPLICATION TIMELINE
The general timeline from a student application to starting work as a 
Fellow:

Early December: Student applications due

Late January: Advisory Board completes applicant review and selects 
finalists

February-May: Finalist applications sent to hosts for review; finalists 
interview and begin the hiring process

June-August: Placed Fellows begin one- or two-year Fellowships 
throughout summer

PLACEMENT 
OPTIONS

Placement page 
updated 
frequently 
throughout the 
year



WHAT DO FELLOWS DO?
For the duration of the fellowship, Fellows have an assigned 
supervisor who will assign projects and tasks
Fellows are also assigned a dedicated mentor who can serve 
as a coach during the program
The projects that Fellows work on are as diverse and large 
or small as our communities

WHAT DO FELLOWS DO?
Past fellows have worked on such projects as:

Managing a city's community engagement effort
Coordinating the development of budget pages for the annual report
Serving on a task force to analyze and present the results of a citywide 
employee survey
Investigating the pros and cons of developing workforce housing as 
well as neighborhood empowerment
Participating in the full screening and hiring process for a new chief of 
police



Stats
Since the fellowship started in 2004:

54 Fellows have become a CAO or Assistant /Deputy

15 Fellows have come Directors

21 Fellows have become Assistant To or Assistant Director

GCCMA Graduate Fellowship Video V2.mp4

Contact
lgmfprogram@icma.org 

Learn more at icma.org/lgmf



Having a LGMF for the 1st Time
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Selection process is very competitive on both sides

Find the right fit for both the fellow and your organization

Geography is important but don’t let that be a deal breaker

Understand your work plan and make it a living document as 
your city/county’s needs evolve

What Happens if…
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Your organization is a fit, but the geography doesn’t work in 
the long run…

Keep your fellow engaged
Professional Development…Professional 
Development…Professional Development
Maintain the lines of communication and provide the tools needed 
for sustained success in the profession
Help them find their PASSION!


